Information Requested:

As a concerned citizen of Wales regarding the Covid 19 outbreak I am having difficulty in finding out how many deaths are occurring in each local health board in Wales. Every website I look at only states the cases in each board rather than deaths. The total number of deaths in Wales is easily found. Is this information actually available anywhere?

Information provided for the answer:

Thank you for your recent request. Public Health Wales has been under unprecedented demand due to the Covid-19 response, so we apologise if there has been a delay in the response to your request.

We have recently published an interactive dashboard that allows the user to look at data around testing and confirmed cases by local Health Board as well as the Local Authority area. The link to the dashboard is below:

Covid-19 Surveillance

This can also be found on the Public Health Wales internet page under Topics.

We hope this answers your request. In relation to data regarding Deaths following a positive Covid-19 result, we are unable to publish anything other than the headline figure for the whole of Wales, due to patient confidentiality.

If you are unhappy with the service you have received in relation to your request and wish to make a complaint or request a review of the decision, you should
write to the Corporate Complaints Manager, Public Health Wales NHS Trust, 3, Number 2, Capital Quarter, Tyndall Street, Cardiff, CF10 4BZ.

If you are not content with the outcome of your complaint or review, you may apply directly to the Information Commissioner for a decision. Generally, the ICO cannot make a decision unless you have exhausted the complaints procedure provided by the Trust. The Information Commissioner can be contacted at:

Information Commissioner for Wales

2nd Floor
Churchill House
Churchill Way
Cardiff
CF10 2HH

Telephone: 029 2067 8400
Email: wales@ico.org.uk